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„Delight is in the details 
      of  good design “

Functionality meets design. Design Company Muemma  takes 
the mundane tech products and reinvents it for the home & 
living. Modern technology can have a cold feel but by infusing it 
with a twist of nostalgia and some traditional style, Muemma 
makes the high-tech beautiful, comfortable and functional. Based 
out of Munich, the studio reinvents accessories for the home and 
beyond for a new age.

Easy interchangeable 
covers set the ARiNA 
apart from conven-
tional speakers. A twist 
lock mechanism allows 
the cover to attach 
smoothly and securely. 
With customizable 
covers, the speaker 
design can be updated 
to complement a 
whole range of interi-
ors. Decorative covers 
make wall decors more 
stunning and rugged 
woven polypropylene 
covers provide extra 
protection and water 
resistance for outdoor 
use. 

Decorative 
functional storage

Adaptive 
wall mountable 

Portable 
over 10 hours 
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VS

Electronics have always been designed to be unobtrusive. 
Many are meant to be simple, plain and fit in to all scenarios. 
The end results are these cold, dark geometric boxes, which 
inherently don’t coordinate. Electronics needs to reference 
lifestyles and materials from the home. 

Muemma  focuses on disrupting this ideology and focus on 
designing based on how people interact with electronics and 
the way it integrates into their lives.  The design needs to be 
functional, unobtrusive, and simple. 

®

LIFESTYLE
ELECTRONICS

A Clear Disconnect...
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ARiNA functions as a nesting station to organize the little things 
in life. It can also be used to hold mobile devices. The internal 
cable can be used to charge the device or provide power as a 
charging station. Feel confident in even the most remote places. 

A touch of Sophistication, the SUEDE collection is one for the 
modern minimalist. Complements with leather and wood to blend 
seamlessly into clean spaces. 

espresso mocha cream

ESPRESSO
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SPEAKERS

BATTERY

360° SOUND

MIC/ HANDS FREE

POWER STATION

INTERCHANGEABLE
COVERS

WALL MOUNT

AUDIO

6 4 454

10 10 7810

2x High/ Mid
2x Bass Drivers
2x Passive

2x Full Drivers
2x Passive

4x Mid/ Woofers1x Woofer
2x Tweeters
2x Passive

4x Mid/ Woofers

360º
PURE

Minimal with attention to details, the FELT collection is the original 
material selected for the ARiNA. The subtleties in felt blend creates a 
pleasant mélange effect perfect for the home with a Scandinavian 
flavor. 

For a clean and pure 360° sound, ARiNA was engineered with speakers 
statically placed and angled to allow full-range, Omni-Directional 
sound no matter where you stand in the room. The intent is to recreate 
sound in the way the artist intended. Much like the walls in an arena, 
the inner cover wall deflects the sound waves and disperses the music 
in every direction throughout the room, bouncing off of the table, 
walls, and ceiling, filling the space.

charcoal petrol marsala

GAINSBORO
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Featured in over 10 countries

For the extravagant, GALAXY starry night adds a kick to the interior 
atmosphere. Loud covers to complement loud sound, these covers 
are sure to impress and spark conversation. 

Down to the details, the speaker is equipped with a spring-loaded 
hanging slot. To keep with the minimal esthetics, it is hidden until 
you decide to hang it.  

GALAXY red GALAXY dk blue GALAXY green

GALAXY BLUE
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ARiNA is equipped with Bluetooth 4.0 for better and further distance 
connection and battery conservation. The speaker works seamlessly 
with iPhone, iPad, Android and Mac/PC computers. You can easily 
stream music from Spotify, Pandora, or Soundcloud and connect with 
any video players. With a built in microphone, the ARiNA is perfect 
for hands-free conference calling as well as works with Siri or Iris.
Powered by a 2500mAh battery and internal cable for charging your 
devices, the speaker provides over 10 hours of playtime on one 
charge. To charge, simply use the international USB-Type A to USB-
Mini connector to power up.

drivers
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Rich with fashion, the handsome GEO collection mixes geometric 
grids with mélange dying. This results in a fine texture and visual 
depth, perfect for the classic décor. 

What does it take to be the first interior Bluetooth speaker? 
Customizable, adaptable, statement piece, non obtrusive, 
functional, art; have all been used to describe Muemma’s 
new speaker, designed to fit in with your life.

GEO grey GEO purple GEO yellow
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The ACOUSTA cover is our basic model and resembles the conventional 
speaker grill. The material is simple, drawing the attention to the beautiful 
organic design of the ARiNA. Dark grey, Grey, and Ivory colors now accom-
pany the original Black. 

ACOUSTA ivory ACOUSTA dk greyACOUSTA grey

NW BLACK
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SKU COLORNAME SRP

ARINA SPEAKER SET ACOUSTA black 4ARS7202 white base// black non-woven fabric cover 129.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET ACOUSTA dk grey 4ARS7225 white base// dark grey non-woven fabric cover 129.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET ACOUSTA grey 4ARS7204 white base// grey non-woven fabric cover 129.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET ACOUSTA ivory 4ARS7231 white base// cream non-woven fabric cover 129.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET FELT gainsboro 4ARS6804 white base//  light grey felt cover 139.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET FELT charcoal 4ARS6825 white base//  dark grey felt cover 139.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET FELT petrol 4ARS6824 white base// light blue felt cover 139.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET FELT marsala 4ARS6826 white base// dark red felt cover 139.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET FELT rose 4ARS6812 white base// pink felt cover 139.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET GEO black 4ARS7102 white base// black square pattern fabric cover 149.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET GEO purple 4ARS7129 white base// purple square pattern fabric cover 149.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET GEO lime 4ARS7108 white base// green square pattern fabric cover 149.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET GALAXY grey 4ARS7004 white base// grey stripped fabric cover 139.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET GALAXY red 4ARS7007 white base// red stripped fabric cover 139.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET GALAXY green 4ARS7008 white base// green stripped fabric cover 139.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET GALAXY blue 4ARS7010 white base// blue stripped fabric cover 139.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET SUEDE espresso 4ARS5802 white base// black suede fabric cover 149.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET SUEDE mocha 4ARS5830 white base// brown suede fabric cover 149.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET SUEDE cream 4ARS5831 white base// off white suede fabric cover 149.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET ACOUSTA black 4ARB7202 black base// black non-woven fabric cover 129.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET ACOUSTA dk grey 4ARB7225 black base// dark grey non-woven fabric cover 129.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET ACOUSTA grey 4ARB7204 black base// grey non-woven fabric cover 129.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET ACOUSTA ivory 4ARB7231 black base// cream non-woven fabric cover 129.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET FELT gainsboro 4ARB6804 black base//  light grey felt cover 139.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET FELT charcoal 4ARB6825 black base//  dark grey felt cover 139.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET FELT petrol 4ARB6824 black base// light blue felt cover 139.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET FELT marsala 4ARB6826 black base// dark red felt cover 139.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET FELT rose 4ARB6812 black base// pink felt cover 139.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET GEO black 4ARB7102 black base// black square pattern fabric cover 149.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET GEO purple 4ARB7129 black base// purple square pattern fabric cover 149.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET GEO lime 4ARB7108 black base// green square pattern fabric cover 149.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET GALAXY grey 4ARB7004 black base// grey stripped fabric cover 139.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET GALAXY red 4ARB7007 black base// red stripped fabric cover 139.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET GALAXY green 4ARB7008 black base// green stripped fabric cover 139.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET GALAXY blue 4ARB7010 black base// blue stripped fabric cover 139.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET SUEDE espresso 4ARB5802 black base// black suede fabric cover 149.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET SUEDE mocha 4ARB5830 black base// brown suede fabric cover 149.95           

ARINA SPEAKER SET SUEDE cream 4ARB5831 black base// off white suede fabric cover 149.95           

ARINA COVER ACOUSTA black 4ARC7202 black non-woven fabric cover 14.99            

ARINA COVER ACOUSTA dk grey 4ARC7225 dark grey non-woven fabric cover 14.99            

ARINA COVER ACOUSTA grey 4ARC7204 grey non-woven fabric cover 14.99            

ARINA COVER ACOUSTA ivory 4ARC7231 cream non-woven fabric cover 14.99            

ARINA COVER FELT gainsboro 4ARC6804 light grey felt cover 19.99             

ARINACOVER FELT charcoal 4ARC6825 dark grey felt cover 19.99             

ARINA COVER FELT petrol 4ARC6824 light blue felt cover 19.99             

ARINA COVER  FELT marsala 4ARC6826 dark red felt cover 19.99             

ARINA COVER FELT rose 4ARC6812 pink felt cover 19.99             

ARINA COVER GEO grey 4ARC7104 grey square pattern fabric cover 29.99            

ARINA COVER GEO purple 4ARC7129 purple square pattern fabric cover 29.99            

ARINA COVER GEO yellow 4ARC7113 yellow square pattern fabric cover 29.99            

ARINA COVER GALAXY navy 4ARC7028 navy stripped fabric cover 19.99             

ARINA COVER GALAXY red 4ARC7007 red stripped fabric cover 19.99             

ARINA COVER GALAXY green 4ARC7008 green stripped fabric cover 19.99             

ARINA COVER GALAXY blue 4ARC7010 blue stripped fabric cover 19.99             

ARINA COVER SUEDE black 4ARC5802 black suede fabric cover 29.99            

ARINA COVER SUEDE mocha 4ARC5830 brown suede fabric cover 29.99            

ARINA COVER SUEDE cream 4ARC5831 off white suede fabric cover 29.99            
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